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On the water transport mechanism through the
microporous layers of operando polymer
electrolyte fuel cells probed directly by X-ray
tomographic microscopy†

Yen-Chun Chen, a Tim Dörenkamp, a Christoph Csoklich, a Anne Berger,b

Federica Marone,c Jens Eller, a Thomas J. Schmidt ad and Felix N. Büchi *a

Product water transport via the microporous layer (MPL) and gas diffusion layer (GDL) substrate during

polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) operation was directly and quantitatively observed by X-ray

tomographic microscopy (XTM). The liquid water distribution in two types of MPLs with different pore

size distributions (PSDs) was characterized as a function of the inlet gas relative humidity (RH) and

current density under humid operating conditions at 45 1C. During the first minute of PEFC operation,

liquid water mainly accumulated at the catalyst layer (CL)/MPL interface and in the GDL substrate close

to the flow fields. Furthermore, under all tested conditions, saturation in the MPL was low (o25%),

whereas under the rib, the saturation in the GDL was up to ca. 70%. Based on these XTM results, it is

confirmed that in the high porosity MPLs, vapor transport was non-negligible even at high humidity

conditions. Therefore, on top of the widely discussed MPL pore size and its distribution, it is proposed

that the lower thermal conductivity from the high porosity of MPLs can also be a main cause of

promoted vapor transport, reducing water saturation near the CL.

1. Introduction

Hydrogen-fueled polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) effi-
ciently convert hydrogen into electricity. When coupled with
green hydrogen, this technology can play an important part in a
sustainable energy infrastructure in the (near) future.1,2 High
power density and wide-range applicability (applicable to
hydrogen fueled electric cars, trucks, trains or even aircraft)
are major characteristics of PEFCs.

Still, achieving a more efficient use of the fuel or higher
power density is essential when manufacturing competitive and
cost-effective fuel cell technology for demanding mobility
applications. Nowadays, high-performance PEFCs have ‘‘two-
layer’’-structure gas diffusion layers (GDLs)—namely, a carbon
fiber porous substrate (for example, carbon paper) with a
microporous layer (MPL) at the interface toward the catalyst
layer. The goal of this arrangement is to achieve efficient water

management and improve the performance especially at humid
conditions.3–11 Microporous layers (MPLs) are conventionally
composed of carbon and/or graphite nanoparticles as the
conductive materials, which are modified and bound by fluor-
opolymer binders (such as PTFE and FEP) to give the MPLs net
hydrophobic surface properties.12 While the pore size distribu-
tion (PSD) of the GDL substrates is typically in the range of
5–80 mm,13–17 MPLs’ modal pore size is generally much
smaller—smaller than 1 mm.18–20

Until now, several hypotheses have been formulated to
explain the PEFC performance improvement by MPLs based
on either modeling results or PEFC performance characteriza-
tions. For instance, MPLs are said to bring about a reduction of
the water saturation in the GDL substrate due to constricted
number of water breakthrough points from the catalyst layer
(CL).9,21–24 This hypothesis is similar to the concept that the
capillary pressure gradient from the MPL to the GDL substrate
leads to a ‘‘wicking’’ effect that assists liquid water removal
generated from the CL.10,12 Moreover, the hydrophobic, nano-
scale pores of the MPLs have been proposed to prevent water
accumulation in the GDL near the catalyst layer.9,20,25–28

The small hydrophobic pores constituting a capillary barrier
that facilitates water back diffusion from the cathode to the
anode.4,29–33 While this effect is said to improve membrane
hydration, it could also, in theory, result in higher CL
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saturation, leading to reduced turnover frequencies of the
catalyst due to hindered reactant mass transport. In recent
years, there have been studies which argued that MPLs intro-
duce a layer of lower thermal conductivity,34 locally increasing
the temperature of the catalyst layer during operation, thereby
promoting vapor transport.35,36

In fact, observations and explanations for MPL functions in
various literature often appear fragmented and lack a comple-
tely consistent picture, leading to conflicting results.8,21,37–40

One notable example is that there is not yet a unified design for
MPL morphology, regarding the introduction of cracks. Both
cracked MPLs37,38,41–44 and crack-free MPLs45–47 can be seen
promoted in the literature and are widely accepted by the
market. Similarly, there are also various different ways of
attuning MPL porosity and its pore size distribution (PSD) that
all somehow showed improved performance, despite noticeable
differences in their design among one another.8,37,39,48–50

It seems clear that although performance testing and mod-
eling can verify some functions of the MPL, there is a noticeable
gap between understanding proposed mechanisms and con-
firming their actual effects. Direct observations of water trans-
port within this specific layer can help elucidate the reasons
why MPL promote performance, and are therefore essential. Yet
they remain scarce. This is at least partly due to the difficulties
arising from the small MPL pore size and their low thickness
(many of them o50 mm).51

Over the past decade, X-ray imaging methods are gaining
insights to water distributions in operando PEFC diffusion and
even catalyst layers,52 e.g. by radiography3,28,43,53–58 and X-ray
tomographic microscopy (XTM).3,56,59–62 Both methods are
compatible with operando fuel cell investigations as they are

not intrusive. For MPL characterization, often radiography is
used.53,57,58,63–67 However, radiography can be highly sensitive
to sample orientation, and the boundaries between interfacial
regions (CL/MPL/GDL substrate) are not always straightforward
to distinguish clearly based on the radiographs. The boundary
surfaces are often not perfectly smooth and can undergo move-
ment during PEFC operation.63,68 X-ray tomographic micro-
scopy thus has advantages over radiography in the respect
that it allows distinguishing the interfacial regions more accu-
rately by the three-dimensional (3D) information it provides.

In this work, we quantitatively investigate the liquid water
quantity distribution across the MPL and GDL substrate using
X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM), starting from a dry state
and with a focus on the MPLs. Synchrotron radiation enables
fast operando imaging, so the evolution of the water distribu-
tion during the first minute can be characterized, and allows
for insight into the water transport mechanisms through the
MPLs. Here, two types of in-house made highly porous hydro-
phobic MPLs (ca. 80% porosity)—one carbon black and one
fiber based—are used as they improve PEFC performance
under humid operating conditions.37,65

2. Experimental section
2.1 PEFC components and XTM analyzing zones

A small PEFC suitable for X-ray tomographic imaging with an
active area of 0.16 cm2 (4.5 mm � 3.6 mm) and double flow
channel configuration was used for operando liquid water
characterization (Fig. 1). The design of this tomo-cell was
described in detail by Eller et al.69

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray tomographic through-plane image slice showing the components of the PEFC with Freudenberg H14 GDLs and VGCF MPL coating;
(b) enlarged image under the channel region illustrating the different zones (CL, CL/MPL, MPL, MPL/GDL, GDL, GDL/Channel and Channel) of the PEFC
for measurements (cathode). Dashed lines indicate that the zone boundaries are not always clear-cut.
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For this study, two types of gas diffusion layers based on the
same Freudenberg H14 substrates (hydrophobically treated)
but different in house-made MPLs were used, namely the
vacuum-grown carbon fiber (VGCF) MPL and the acetylene
black (Denka) Li100 MPL. The H14 GDL substrate was evalu-
ated to have an average of 66% bulk porosity, based on the
binary segmentation of its tomographic images, (for detailed
methodology, see Chen et al. (2022)51). The manufacturing
processes and properties of both MPL materials were described
by Simon et al. (2019)37 and (2017),39 respectively. The two
MPLs were prepared with the same additives and PTFE content
(20 wt%). Both MPLs had similar porosity (79% for Li100 MPL
and 83% for VGCF MPL) but distinctly different pore size
distributions (PSD): the Li100 MPL had a pore size distribution
between ca. 30 nm and ca. 10 mm and a modal pore size of
67 nm; whereas the VGCF MPL had a pore size distribution
between ca. 300 nm and ca. 4 mm, with modal pore size of
722 nm.37,39 The uncompressed MPL thickness was measured
by tomographic images to be 43 � 4 mm and 50 � 4 mm for
Li100 and VGCF MPL, respectively. The total uncompressed
thickness of the GDL including the MPL was 162 � 4 mm for
Li100 and 179 � 4 mm for VGCF GDL. The thickness measure-
ment error was derived from the assumption that judgments of
MPL and GDL thickness involve �1 voxel edge length of
uncertainty at the upper boundary and the lower boundary
each (between which the thickness is determined). This trans-
lated to ca. �1.4 voxel-equivalent thickness assessment error,
namely, �4 mm.

The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) consisted of a catalyst
coated membrane (CCM, Gores Primeas A510.1/M815.15/C510.4);
having a 15 mm thick membrane with anode/cathode Pt loadings of
0.1/0.4 mg cm�2. The active area of 4.5 mm � 3.6 mm was shaped
by laser ablation of the surrounding catalyst layer. The CCM was
sandwiched between two identical gas diffusion layers, either with
VGCF or Li100 MPL coating. In the PEFC assembly, the MEA was
compressed by using thickness-adapted FEP gaskets to tune the
GDL thickness (including the MPL) to ca. 80% of its original
thickness (132 � 3–144 � 3 mm after compression) under the rib
regions. The PEFC configuration and different characterization
zones (CL, CL/MPL, MPL, MPL/GDL, GDL, GDL/Channel and
Channel) are illustrated in Fig. 1. For additional drawings of
the PEFC for tomography experiments, the reader is referred to
Xu et al. (2022).70

2.2 Operando PEFC XTM at the swiss light source (SLS)

All operando X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) imaging was
conducted at the TOMCAT (X02DA) beamline of the Swiss Light
Source (SLS) at Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI). A monoenergetic
X-ray beam of 16 keV (DE/E D 2–3%) was used to exploit the
quantitative linear attenuation coefficients of a monochromatic
beam. This beam energy was chosen to improve the transmis-
sion of X-ray beam through the platinum-based catalyst layer
while maintaining the image contrast for the carbon and liquid
water phases. The GigaFRoST camera71 coupled with an Optic
Peter macroscope (magnification of 4.0�)72 resulted in a voxel
edge length of 2.75 mm. The scintillator used was a LuAG:Ce

screen with a thickness of 150 mm. The detector field of
view was 2016 pixels � 1500 pixels. For X-ray tomography,
800 projections were taken for a sample rotation of 1801, and
the exposure time for each projection was 1 ms. This resulted in
an acquisition time of 0.8 s per tomographic scan.

Prior to XTM characterization, PEFCs were conditioned
in the lab for ten hours at ca. 26 1C with H2/Air supply at
100 mL min�1 and 100% relative humidity (RH) for both anode
and cathode. The conditioning protocol started with operating
at constant voltage at 0.6 V for 45 min, followed by 0.95 V for
10 min and 0.85 V for 5 min; the protocol was repeated for a
total of ten times.

To characterize the influences of relative humidity and
current density on water distribution in the GDL/MPL, three
current densities (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 A cm�2) were tested. At each
current density, three relative humidity (RH) conditions for the
feed gases (90%, 100% and 110%, corresponding to gas dew
points of 43 1C, 45 1C and 47 1C) were tested (same humidity for
the anode and cathode gas). This constituted nine conditions
for each GDL/MPL material in total. The cell temperature was
45 1C for all conditions; anode and cathode gas feed was H2/air
at 200 mL min�1.

For the operando X-ray tomographic imaging, first, the cell
was dried at 45 1C by flushing it with nitrogen at 50% RH,
200 mL min�1 flow rate. The cell was considered to be dry
without excessive membrane shrinking when the high frequency
resistance (HFR) measurement exceeded 0.40 O. With an active
catalyst layer area of 0.16 cm2, this translated to an area
resistance of 40.064 O cm2. Drying protocols for XTM cells were
always a compromise between drying of the cell properly and
achieving minimal membrane shrinking. Both membrane
shrinking during drying protocol (may result in local irreversible
structural changes at the CL/MPL interfaces) and membrane
swelling during operation made the subtraction-based image
evaluation challenging (see chapter 2.4), in particular for the
MPL phase. There was no reliable method to verify the degree of
dryness in the MPL as a result of the drying protocol, but it is
noteworthy that any water remained in the MPL would be
reflected in the tomographic image error estimation step
(chapter 2.5), and interpreted as uncertainty (discussions are
given below). Therefore, remaining wetness (if present) should
have not invalidated the signal interpretation as long as the
tomographic image error was taken into account.

After the nitrogen drying, the cell was flushed with H2/Air
with the target RH with 200 mL min�1 for 30 s before the target
current (density) was drawn. Just one second before the current
was switched on, a tomographic scan was taken and it is
referred to as the ‘‘dry scan’’; from then on, seven operando
‘‘wet scans’’ were taken at the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 10th, 15th, 30th and
60th second of cell operation at the targeted constant current
density. The study was limited to eight scans per condition,
distributed over the first 60 s to avoid radiation damage bias
and to allow for measuring nine conditions (three current
densities at three different humidities of feed gases) for two
different materials in the limited beam time of 24 h. Note that
the ‘‘dry scan’’ was acquired after gases at the designated
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operation RH (90%, 100% or 110%) were flushed through the
cell for 30 s. The dry scan and its following seven wet scans
together were referred to as a ‘‘dynamic scan series’’. Such
dynamic scan series were done for each of the nine PEFC
operating conditions.

2.3 PEFC radiation heating and damage

The radiation heating effects for the PEFC set-up used here
have been analyzed for the 13.5 keV monochromatic beam of
the TOMCAT beamline at SLS by Eller and Büchi (2014).73 The
beam intensity of the 16 keV beam used in the present experi-
ments (7.9 � 1011 photons s�1 mm�2) was slightly higher than
13.5 keV (6.0 � 1011 photons s�1 mm�2). However, the lower
absorption at 16 keV made it likely that the two effects
compensated each other. Therefore, we assumed a similar
radiation induced heating power to the cells at 13.5 keV (Eller
and Büchi (2014)73) and 16 keV. The electrochemical energy con-
version heating power was approximately 275 mW cm�2 (HHV) for
0.5 A cm�2 (B0.7 V) and ca. 1125 mW cm�2 at 1.5 A cm�2 (B0.5 V).
So, using the heating power values Eller and Büchi (2014) derived
for 13.5 keV, the heating power of the beam added to maximally 4%
heat for the low current density and 1% heat for the high current
density. We therefore think the X-ray heating effect was negligible.

The radiation damage is another concern, this can be
directly be assessed by polarization curves. The data for the
VGCF- and Li100-cells before and after XTM scanning of all
nine conditions are shown in Fig. 2. During X-ray tomographic
imaging, the whole catalyst active area is was fully exposed to
the X-ray beam irradiation. This ensured that the influence or
damage from the radiation was easily detectable.

The polarization curves of the VGCF- and Li100-cells showed
the expected trends, which were previously shown by Simon
et al.37,39 Both cells performed similarly in the kinetic and
ohmic regime (low and intermediate current densities), while
the VGCF-cell outperformed the Li100-cell under mass transport
limited conditions (high current densities, e.g. 41.5 A cm�2). It
was previously shown that the performance improvement of the
VGCF MPL at wet conditions (high RH, high pressure) correlated

with a reduced oxygen transport resistance.37,39 Since both
operando cells showed little change in polarization curves before
and after XTM characterization, the degradation of the cell due
to X-ray irradiation was judged to be minor. Due to this stability
in electrochemical performance, all scans for all conditions were
considered to be valid for water volume fraction estimation and
transport mechanism characterizations.

2.4 Image processing workflows

The reconstructed absorption-contrast tomograms are 32-bit74

where each voxel’s grayscale value (GSV) is proportional to the
linear attenuation coefficient of the materials in that voxel. The
product water’s liquid volume fraction (LVF) distribution can
be obtained by subtracting the dry scan image from the wet
scans (scans taken during PEFC operation). The resultant
images (referred to as ‘‘difference images’’) have GSV propor-
tional to the volume of liquid water in each voxel, because water
is supposed to be the only material phase that changed in
amount during PEFC operation.

Prior to image subtraction, the selected dry state images and
the wet images of the cathode regions under the rib and
channels (defined in Fig. 1a, measurement volume) were
aligned separately using 3DSlicer (version 4.11) with the in-
built rigid registration and affine registration functions (with
default registration parameters).75 Dry images that resulted in
the least negative LVF peaks were selected to be the reference
because LVF cannot be negative. Note that such selection of dry
images was allowed because the dry state structures were
treated as equivalent, and the tomographic image error can
still be captured by the error estimation (see 2.5) to some
extent. The dry scan was the fixed image and the wet scans
were the moving images. The alignment was done for regions
below channels and below ribs separately to mitigate the
adverse impact from inhomogeneous membrane swelling on
image evaluation. This practice resulted in better-aligned image
stacks and reduced error from misalignment.

The obtained difference images were divided by a constant
normalization factor, which is the average GSV of pure liquid

Fig. 2 Polarization curves of (a) VGCF-cell and (b) Li100-cell before X-ray exposure and after all nine tomographic scans; during polarization curve
acquisition, cell temperature: 45 1C, H2/air flow rate: 200/200 mL min�1, relative humidity (RH) of H2/air: 100%/100%.
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water phase measured in the difference images (sampled from
water droplets in the channels of VGCF-cell at the 110% RH
operation condition). This procedure rendered the liquid
volume fraction (LVF) of water across the entire tomographic
image stacks based on the proportionality of GSV and linear
attenuation coefficient. The normalization factor was measured
to be 2.88 � 10�4 and was used to evaluate all images. To
reduce the image noise, the images were subsequently filtered
(two-dimensional) with ImageJ filtering function, ‘‘mean filter’’
(two-dimension), with a radius of 6 pixels. To obtain color-
coded LVF distribution maps, ImageJ LUT ‘‘Physics’’ was
applied to the mean-filtered images.

To obtain LVF profiles under the channel and under the rib,
average LVF values were calculated for each LVF image under
the respective channel/rib region at each through-plane posi-
tion (illustrated Fig. 1b). The measured average LVF was plotted
against the through-plane position.

2.5 Tomographic image error estimation (from imaging
artifacts and misalignment)

Due to the low transmission of X-ray beams through the
catalyst layer (CL), there are artificial features in the vicinity
of the CL, sometimes referred to as ‘‘catalyst shining’’ in PEFC
tomographic images. Catalyst shining is likely a result of
photon starvation and has been a major obstacle to character-
izing liquid water in the MPLs, because MPLs are generally thin
(20–100 mm) and close to the CL. This means that the grayscale
values (GSVs) of a significant volume of the MPL may be altered
by catalyst shining. Nevertheless, catalyst shining can be com-
pensated or largely nullified in cases where there is minimal
membrane swelling and where the image alignment quality is
good (Fig. S1, ESI†). These requirements are not always fulfilled
for operando imaging, where errors can emerge from local
inhomogeneous membrane swelling (causing image misalign-
ment) and from local structure changes due to repeated cell
drying, humidifying and operation.

To estimate the error involving all non-random error
sources, we assume that the degree of structural differences
and membrane movement among dry scans taken at different
RH conditions and different times across all nine conditions
would be comparable to that among the dry scans and wet
scans (operando scans).

With this premise, the nine dry scans (taken at different RH
conditions or different moments) were aligned against one
another using 3DSlicer with the same default registration
parameters mentioned before (rigid registration followed by
affine registration), and image subtraction was subsequently
carried out. This resulted in 72 difference images, whose average
grayscale values (GSVs) with respect to the through-plane dis-
tance reflected the error (mainly from image misalignment and
membrane swelling) and were used to model the emerging error
during operando scans. Plotting the averaged normalized GSVs of
the dry–dry difference images against the through-plane dis-
tance, with the origin at the CL position and the direction toward
the flow fields, 70–72 ‘‘error curves’’ modeling the non-random
error from local structural change were obtained. The range

across which 80% of all error curves span was arbitrarily
determined to be the estimated non-random error range for
dynamic scan series because the authors believe that the (CL and
MPL) structural differences within one dynamic scan series
would not be larger than the dry–dry scan differences captured
across all nine dry scans at different RH conditions.

The high frequency resistance (HFR) of the cell at the time of
recording the dry scan (one second before applying current)
and different RH conditions is provided in Fig. S2 (ESI†). It is
shown that minor differences occurred between the same dew
point/humidity conditions, whereas the expected differences
were observed across different humidity conditions. This shows
the good repeatability of the protocol before scanning and
points toward validity of the error evaluation. The error is not
dominated by macroscopic cell parameters but is indeed
imaging-based.

The abovementioned procedure was done for the regions
under the channel and under the rib separately, and was also
done for the VGCF- and Li100-cells separately. The error
obtained is plotted as orange shading in the LVF profiles in
Fig. 3, 4, 6 and 7. It should be noted that the error estimation
done this way would also include the error caused by any wetness
in different PEFC layers, in case the cell drying protocol (2.2) was
not sufficient to remove all water from the diffusion layers.

It is worth mentioning that the error at the catalyst layer may
be relatively poorly modeled. Since the images were cropped
near this layer before carrying out image alignment, some part
of the CL may have been cropped out during alignment,
resulting in a poorer estimation of error. Consequently, the
water LVF in the CL is not discussed here.

2.6 Influence of tomographic image noise on the
discernability of liquid volume fraction (LVF)

In addition to tomography artifacts, image noise also alters the
values of image voxels and adds uncertainty to the voxel-based
LVF evaluation. Assuming that the tomographic image noise is
approximately Gaussian-distributed, the error from tomo-
graphic image noise can be obtained by measuring large
numbers of the voxel GSVs of a certain, constant materials
phase (e.g. air, water). This allows to assess the confidence
when we interpret the local LVF of an image. With homoge-
neous, Gaussian-distributed noise over the LVF image region of
interest, the probability that two regions with the same physical
LVF (i.e., actual LVF in the MPLs) would have different imaged
LVF (LVF measured by tomography) separated by Z2.8s, is
o0.05 (derived from the probability density function of Gaus-
sian distribution). This provides a limit and also a guideline to
LVF image interpretation: LVF images are to be interpreted in
probabilistic manners, and to obtain discernability of LVF
among any two regions, one can either reduce image noise at
the image acquisition steps (higher photon flux per voxel
volume or higher image contrast), or compare the averaged
LVF of larger areas, i.e., conduct voxel averaging that effectively
reduce s. When the voxel averaging method is used, the
relationship between the measured 2.8s uncertainty with
respect to the number of voxels sampled is given in Fig. S9
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(ESI†). More details on discernability can be found in
Chen et al.51

3. Results

The effect of current density and feed gas RH on water
distribution in the MPL and GDL substrates at the cathode
was probed by analyzing the water volume (fraction) distribu-
tion using X-ray tomographic microscopy. The PEFCs were
operated at low temperature (45 1C) with feed gas relative
humidity (RH) values between 90% and 110%. According to
literature, this relatively lower cell temperature should promote
liquid transport within the MPL.25,76,77 We are interested in the
first minute of PEFC operation to gain insight to potential water
transport mechanisms, which are easier to understand when
starting from a dry porous material.

The liquid water evolution in different zones of the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA)—namely, at CL/MPL
interface, MPL, MPL/GDL interface and GDL (substrate)—was
characterized by the average liquid volume fraction (LVF) of
product water in the through-plane direction. The CL is close to
the image boundary and is prone to error during alignment
procedure (in some images, the CL region is cropped out
during image alignment). As a result, the LVF in the CL is not
discussed. Results for two different MEAs with different high
porosity MPLs are presented—one based on vapor-grown

carbon fibers (VGCF) and one on acetylene black (Li100), at
both 90% and 110% RH, and both 0.5 and 1.5 A cm�2.

3.1 VGCF-cell operando water distribution – LVF profiles and
LVF maps

The VGCF MPL has a high porosity (83% when uncompressed). Its
pore size distribution is between ca. 300 nm and ca. 4 mm where the
modal pore size is 722 nm (Section 2.1) and a noticeable portion of
the MPL pores are 41 mm.37 Additionally, the VGCF MPL has
coarsely distributed larger, ellipsoidal pores that can be 40–50 mm
wide in the in-plane direction (Fig. S3, ESI†). The uncompressed
MPL thickness was ca. 50� 4 mm as measured under the channels.
However, under the rib, the MPL was compressed to ca. 28� 4 mm.
This is a 44 � 9% compression, higher than the overall 22 � 2%
compression of the GDL (including MPL). As a result, the MPL
porosity under the channel will be 83% but under the rib ca. 70 �
5% (assuming the solid part remained the same in volume).

Operando LVF profiles across zones of the MEA at the
cathode at 45 1C, 90% RH and current densities of 0.5 and
1.5 A cm�2 are given in Fig. 3 for the first minute of operation
when starting from a dry MEA. The through-plane position
originates from the CL-plane and directs toward the flow field
(channels and ribs). Liquid volume fraction profiles were
analyzed separately for the cathode’s rib and channel domains.

Under the channel, at 90% RH, there was no liquid water
observed, neither in the MPL nor in the GDL substrate

Fig. 3 Average liquid volume fraction (LVF) of product water in the CL, MPL and GDL of the operando VGCF-cell with 90% RH feed gases; LVF profiles
are given at indicated times after the start of constant current operation with the estimated non-random error plotted as orange shade at (a) and (b)
0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the channel, (c) and (d) 0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the rib.
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regardless of the current density for the first minute operation
(Fig. 3a and b). The LVF peaks at the CL/MPL interface were
close to the estimated non-random error. The origin of the
negative peak appearing in most LVF profiles at through-plane
distance ca. 150 mm (close to the GDL/flow field interface) was not
clear. We suspect that this was a result of edge enhancement at
the GDL/rib interfaces, whose intensity varied depending on how
much water existed on the rib surface—although, to determine
the definite cause, further inspections need to be made. The CL/
MPL interface was sometimes thicker than the (pure) MPL
domain thickness because of the slight waviness of these layers.

In contrast, under the rib, liquid water accumulation in the
GDL was observed after 60 seconds of operation at 0.5 A cm�2

(Fig. 3c). Whereas at 1.5 A cm�2 (Fig. 3d), liquid water was first
seen condensed at the surface of the rib (through-plane position
150 mm) already after only 3–5 s of cell operation, and further
filled up all the surface of the rib (Fig. S4, ESI†). Within the GDL
pores, water accumulation was observed at the 10th second of
operation, and starting from the same time water could be seen
at the CL/MPL interface, and LVF kept growing during PEFC
operation. There was consistently less water in the MPL zone
and almost no water at the MPL/GDL interface (Fig. 3d). It
seemed obvious that for 90% RH condition, water removal from
the catalyst layer by vapor transport was prominent. Therefore,
no significant LVF signals were observed at the CL/MPL
boundary and the diffusion layers, except for the 1.5 A cm�2

current density under the rib, where the longer diffusion path
and/or lower local temperature (due to underlying rib structure)
led to a noticeable LVF. The positive LVF signal in the rib solid
part (through-plane distance 4160 mm in Fig. 3c and d) was of
unknown origin, as there should not exist any water inside the
solid ribs. It is suspected that the signal was also a result of
interfacial edge-enhancement artifact of the water accumulation
under the ribs, related to the negative peaks at through-plane
distance ca. 150–160 mm, as previously proposed.

The results for the VGCF-cell with enhanced, 110% RH are
given in Fig. 4.

The higher RH led to an increase of liquid water accumulation,
markedly at the CL/MPL interface and in the substrate of the rib
region (Fig. 4). At 1.5 A cm�2, also in the MPL under the rib (at a
through-plane distance of ca. 30 mm) there was an increased
liquid water volume fraction observed (Fig. 4d). It is inferred that
at the higher RH condition, water removal by vapor transport was
less efficient, and therefore condensation and liquid transport
occurred at both current densities (0.5 and 1.5 A cm�2), regardless
of the rib/channel region. Again, since the CL is close to the image
boundary and is prone to error, the LVF in this layer is not
discussed.

Judging from Fig. 3 and 4, the relative humidity of gas and the
local temperature gradient from the CL to the flow field seemed
to determine the water transport via MPL. During operation, CL
temperature increases locally78,79 and the thermal gradient is

Fig. 4 Average liquid volume fraction (LVF) of product water in CL, MPL and GDL of the operando VGCF-cell with 110% RH feed gases; LVF profiles are
given at indicated times after the start of constant current operation are given with estimated non-random error plotted as orange shade at (a) and (b)
0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the channel, (c) and (d) 0.5 A cm�2 1.5 A cm�2 under the rib.
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proposed to be further accentuated in the presence of MPLs by
their low heat conductivity35,80,81 (especially for the materials with
high porosity,34,82 like the ones used here), resulting in promoted
vapor transport via the MPL.36,83 (This was observed for VGCF-cell
at 90% RH, Fig. 3). However, when the relative humidity in the
channel increased to 110% RH, the reduced vapor transport
capability led to increased accumulation of liquid water at the
CL/MPL interface (compared to the absence of water in Fig. 3a–c)
and combined vapor/liquid transport. At higher water generation
rates (1.5 A cm�2), the accumulation of water further took place in
the bulk of the VGCL MPL, especially under the rib (Fig. 4d),
indicating the increase of liquid transport. Note that it can occur,
that the magnitude of measured LVF did not always increase with
time progression. For example, at the CL/MPL interface in Fig. 4b–d
(through-plane distance ca. 20 mm), the LVF at 60 s is lower than at
30 s. This may have been a result of higher error at that interface.

Despite the fact that water accumulation in the MPL was
observed at the highest current density condition (1.5 A cm�2),
there was less water in the MPL than at the CL/MPL interface in
general. Water predominately accumulated in the CL/MPL
mixed zone and in the GDL substrate, instead of in the MPL.
The higher LVF of water at the CL/MPL interface of the VGCF-
cell under the channel, compared to in the MPL, was also
clearly seen from the distribution maps of product water in
Fig. 5 for the high humidity and high current density condition.
This observation coincides with the findings of Lee et al.
(2015),67 who reported that the MPL generally reduces the
amount of liquid water, regardless of the MPL thickness.

The LVF maps in Fig. 5 confirm the tendency of water accumu-
lation at the CL/MPL interface. At the CL/MPL interface (Fig. 5a),
most of the about 25 larger pores were filled with water (red circular

dots) after 30 s PEFC operation, and the pattern of water distribu-
tion remained similar further to 60 s. When the images in Fig. 5 are
considered not to be severely influenced by image artifacts, LVF can
be judged by the discernability criterion (details in chapter 2.6 and
Fig. S9, ESI†). In many mesoporous regions in the 30 s and 60 s
images in Fig. 5a, the LVF between 0.5 and 0.7 (green and yellow
color), exceeded the discernability criterion (for a 50 mm � 50 mm
area region, 421% LVF represents a 495% probability that liquid
water existed in those mesopores).

In the MPL bulk (Fig. 5b, 22 mm further away from the CL/MPL
interface shown in Fig. 5a), there was much less liquid water, and
only 5–6 larger pores were filled (red circular dots). There was also
considerably less water in the MPL mesopores (e.g., the two
squared regions, marked by arrows exceeding the discernability
criterion for 50 mm � 50 mm). No water was detected in most of
other mesoporous regions. The clear observation of water in the
large pores, together with the discernability criterion that allows
us to distinguish water from random noise (in the absence of
image artifacts), demonstrated that the LVF profile peak of Fig. 4b
at the CL/MPL interface was real and not just an imaging error.
For the water distribution maps at all scanned times for this
condition, the reader is referred to the ESI† (Fig. S5).

Overall, it can be stated that in the MPL, vapor transport
seemed to be the predominant mechanism of transport at low RH
and/or low current density, while a mixed water transport mode
(vapor/liquid) took place for high RH and high current density.

3.2 Li100-cell operando water distribution – LVF profiles and
LVF maps

The Li100-cell’s MPL has similarly high porosity (79% when
uncompressed) as the VGCF MPL (83%). However, based on

Fig. 5 Liquid water distribution under the channel: (a) at the CL/MPL interface (through-plane position ca. 17 mm in Fig. 4(b)), and (b) in the MPL
(through-plane position 39 mm) of the VGCF-cell operated at 1.5 A cm�2 and 110% RH; from left to right: dry state tomographic image, product water LVF
distribution maps at 1, 30 and 60 s PEFC operation time; white boxes indicated with arrows in the rightmost map show 50 mm � 50 mm areas, where LVF
of 421% represent a 95% probability of real water).
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carbon black powder, at its modal pore size (67 nm) is an order
of magnitude lower and it has a PSD between ca. 30 nm to ca.
10 mm (Section 2.1). Unlike VGCF, the Li100 MPL does not have
larger pores that can serve as structural references during image
alignment. As a result, there was a larger error from local
misalignment and uncompensated catalyst shining at the CL/
MPL interface and in the MPL, resulting in a wider error range.
The average MPL thickness was ca. 43 � 4 mm as measured
under the channels. However, under the rib, the thickness was
compressed to ca. 25 � 4 mm (see Fig. S6, ESI†). Together with
the slight waviness of the CCM, this low MPL thickness made no
separate MPL phase observable, unlike that for VGCF in Fig. 5.
The MPL rib-thickness resulted in a 42 � 10% compression of
the MPL, which was more than the 20 � 3% compression of the
overall GDL (including MPL). Consequently, while the MPL
under the channel had an estimated porosity of ca. 79%, under
the rib, the porosity dropped to 64 � 7%.

Operando LVF profiles across the zones of the MEA at 45 1C,
90% RH, for 0.5 and 1.5 A cm�2 current density, are presented
in Fig. 6.

Similar to the VGCF-cell, for the Li100-cell, no significant
amount of water was observed under the channels when
operated at 90% RH over the entire range of the porous layers
(Fig. 6a and b), regardless of the current density.

In contrast to the VGCF-cell, under the rib, there was an LVF
peak at the CL/MPL interface at 0.5 A cm�2 (the peak values

became significant at the 30th and 60th second of operation).
Water was also seen in the GDL at the same time (Fig. 6c).
However, this slightly larger peak compared to the VGCF-cell
might have been outweighed by the larger error of the Li100-
cell. Note that under the rib, the low MPL thickness made no
separate MPL phase visible. The CL/MPL interface was followed
directly by the MPL/GDL interface.

In the GDL substrate, similar to the case with the VGCF-cell,
water first appeared on the surface of the rib, as indicated by
the LVF peak at a through-plane position of ca. 130 mm (Fig. 6c)
(see also Fig. S7, ESI†). The saturation in the GDL pores
increased both in the middle region of the GDL substrate and
on the surface of the rib. The effect of higher current density
resulted in a much earlier onset of water condensation on the
rib surface, already after 3 s of PEFC operation, as well as an
increased amount of liquid water within the GDL (Fig. 6d).

Overall, at 90% RH condition for the first minute of opera-
tion, there was no water in the MPL zone at the channel. But
under the rib, supposedly due to the lower local temperature,
liquid water could be observed at the MPL/GDL interface and in
the GDL substrate (Fig. 6c and d). The reason why the LVF was
larger at 0.5 A cm�2, CL/MPL interface compared to 1.5 A cm�2

is unclear. It could either be due to lower waste heat at low
current density or image error.

The results for Li100-cell operation at 110% RH are given
in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 Average liquid volume fraction (LVF) of product water in CL, MPL and GDL of the operando Li100-cell with 90% RH feed gases; LVF profiles at are
given at indicated times after the start of constant current operation are given with estimated non-random error plotted as orange shade at (a) and
(b) 0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the channel, (c) and (d) 0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the rib.
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Different from the VGCF-cell, for the Li100-cell under the
channel, the higher RH did not promote any water accumula-
tion at the CL/MPL interface and in the MPL that was signifi-
cant enough to be detected within the first minute of operation
(Fig. 7a and b).

Under the Li100-cell rib, water was observed at the CL/MPL
interface, though less prominent than for VGCF, as shown in
Fig. 7c. It is therefore judged that overall, the Li100 MPL
suppressed liquid water occurrence within the MPL better than
VGCF (Fig. 4c, d and 7c, d). It is suggested that the smaller
(hydrophobic) pores of Li100 MPL constituted a strong capillary
barrier that prevented a significant quantity of liquid water
from residing stably within the MPL.

Common for both MPL materials, there was more liquid water
at the CL/MPL interface than in the MPL and at the MPL/GDL
interface. For the Li100-cell, this was also verified by the LVF
distribution maps in Fig. 8 showing the rib region at 0.5 A cm�2,
90% RH at the first, 30th and the 60th second of operation.

Despite being influenced by image artifacts, the LVF dis-
tribution maps of the CL/MPL interface under the rib indicated
an increase of liquid water signals from the 1 s to the 30 s. From
there the pattern of signals seemed to stabilize (Fig. 8a). The
LVF determined for the Li100-cell rib had more artificial
features and a larger error compared to the results for the
VGCF-cell (Fig. 5). The error stemmed from misalignment,
uncompensated catalyst shining, and ring artifacts, as judged

by the exceedingly high and low LVF regions measured locally
across the maps (e.g., the red regions showing LVF Z1.0 in
Fig. 8a) and the vertical stripe features in Fig. 8b. These errors
occurred presumably because the Li100 MPL lacked resolvable
features for very accurate image alignment to be achieved. Catalyst
shining was thus not well compensated. LVF interpretation was
therefore qualitative and based on image comparison at different
operation times rather than absolute LVF readings. The discern-
ability criterion for interpreting LVF in noisy images is not advised
to be applied here due to the prominent image artifacts. The LVF
evaluation error from image misalignment in in-plane and
through-plane directions is briefly discussed in Fig. S8 (ESI†).

4. Discussion
4.1 General observations and interpretations

Although no major difference in the average LVF at each layer is
observed between the two cells with VGCF and Li100 MPLs for
different operating conditions, overall, it is clear that these
MPLs remarkably reduce liquid water occurrence in the GDL
part next to the CL when compared to a study with a similar
GDL substrate (Freudenberg H23) without an MPL. The study of
Xu et al.84 showed that liquid water accumulates first in the
GDL near the CL. With the presence of the VGCF and Li100
MPLs, at the beginning of current production (o15 s), the
majority of liquid water first condensed on the surface of the

Fig. 7 Average liquid volume fraction (LVF) of product water in CL, MPL and GDL of the operando Li100-cell with 110% RH feed gases; LVF profiles are
given at indicated times after the start of constant current operation are given with estimated non-random error plotted as orange shade at (a) and (b)
0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the channel, (c) and (d) 0.5 A cm�2 & 1.5 A cm�2 under the rib.
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rib. It is hypothesized that both Li100 and VGCF MPLs, having
high porosity exhibit low thermal conductivity, thereby facil-
itating vapor transport and reducing liquid water occurrence in
the GDL near the CL.

At longer operation times (415 s) particularly under the rib,
high liquid water fractions are observed in the GDL. Based on
the present analyses, it is difficult to decide whether these LVFs
occur due to condensation or capillary transport, most probably
a combination of both.70 The LVFs in the GDL are slightly
different for VGCF and Li100, as discussed in Section 4.2.

In this study, the water LVFs are only discussed for the
cathode. With the molar fraction of hydrogen gas being five
times that of oxygen in the cathode and an about 8-fold
diffusion coefficient, it is expected that the mass transport
limitation will predominantly manifest itself in the cathode.
If of interest, the LVF distribution in the anode needs to be
investigated in future studies.

4.2 Comparison of VGCF- and Li100-cells

The water distribution in the cells with the two different MPLs
shows both similarities and differences. The general liquid volume
fraction in the MPL and GDL substrate, such as between current
densities, gas humidity and channel/rib locations, shows similar
behavior. However, at high current densities (Fig. 1), the VGCF-cell
outperforms the Li-100 cell. The hypothesis for this difference in
cell performance is thus likely based on different water distribu-
tions in the GDL.37,39 During the current experiment, it is observed
that the Li100-cell shows higher LVF in the GDL substrate near the
MPL (Fig. 9), which has been previously shown to lead to lower
performance. In Fig. 9, while the overall LVF difference of the two
cells in the GDL substrate region (through-plane distance 80–
110 mm) is not significant, liquid water in the Li100-cell substrate

accumulates closer to the GDL/MPL interface (compare the two
peaks marked by black arrows) than in the VGCF-cell (compare the
two peaks marked by the red arrows).

Csoklich et al.85 reported that the overall saturation may not
be the only performance determining factor, but water present
in the GDL in the vicinity of the catalyst layer has the potential
to reduce the cell performance more significantly than water
present farther from this interface.

As the GDL substrate is identical, the nature of the differ-
ence in LVF in the GDL between the cells with the two different

Fig. 8 Liquid water distribution under the rib: (a) at the CL/MPL interface and (b) at the MPL/GDL interface of the Li100-cell operated at 0.5 A cm�2, 90%
RH; from left to right: dry state tomographic image, product water LVF distribution maps at 1, 30 and 60 s PEFC operation time. The Li-100 LVF
distribution maps are more susceptible to artifacts (horizontal lines) than the VGCF ones, due to more difficult registration.

Fig. 9 LVF comparison of the Li100- and VGCF-cells at 1.5 A cm�2

current density under the rib at 60 s for the RH = 90% and 110% conditions.
The LVF profiles are aligned at the CL/MPL interface, and the respective
domains (CL/MPL, MPL/GDL and GDL) for cells with both are specified
with dashed red or black lines. Note that the thickness of the GDLs of the
two cells is different, by ca. 17 mm (when uncompressed).
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MPLs must come from the differences in MPL pore structure.
For example, Nagai et al.21 have described that MPLs contain-
ing large pores can change and reduce the LFV in the GDL
substrate. This leads to the hypothesis that the large pores in
VCGF have a similar effect, creating more defined injection
points into the GDL substrate, thus directing the LVF away
from the MPL/GDL interface.

Upon closer look, though, it may be noticed in Fig. 9, that
the cathode GDLs of the VGCF-cell and Li100-cell differ in
thickness by ca. 17 mm. This raises the question of whether the
water distribution analysis based on the PSD mentioned pre-
viously may be generalized for VGCF- and Li100-cells. Firstly, in
assembling the cells, the GDLs were not selected by its thick-
ness. Natural thickness variation intrinsic to the GDL materials
should thus exist. Of the 17 mm thickness difference, ca. 7 mm is
contributed by MPL thickness difference and only ca. 10 mm by
the GDL substrate (see the Experimental section, 2.1). Given
that the H14 substrate is reported to be 140 mm thick and
measured to be ca. 124 mm, 10 mm difference translates to ca. 7–
8% thickness variation, which we find to be reasonably intrin-
sic to a GDL substrate material.

Indeed, to further compare the LVF at every through-plane
position, future work can be done where the natural thickness
variation among GDL samples is intentionally eliminated. For
the current study of water transport mechanisms through MPLs,
however, such natural thickness variation in cathode GDL
thickness should be minor and should not affect the observed
phenomena relevant to the water transport mechanisms.

5. Conclusion

The influence of MPLs and water volume fraction in MPLs on
water transport mechanism in the cathode of PEFCs has been
investigated by X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM). The
liquid water distribution in the MPLs and GDL substrates was
determined under operando conditions. In the MPL, the water
content is derived from the grayscale change without resolving
the pore structure. The influence of two types of MPLs (VGCF,
modal pore size of 722 nm, and Li100, modal pore size of
67 nm) was inferred from the dynamic evolution of the liquid
volume fractions in the cathode part of the MEA (without the
CL) at different RH and current densities, for the first minute of
operation starting from dry conditions.

The results show that in the channel sections of the MPL/GDL,
there was generally little or no liquid water observed, except for
the conditions with high current density and high RH. However,
liquid water was observed for all conditions in the MPL/GDL rib
sections. Notably, the liquid water preferentially accumulated at
the CL/MPL interface and in the GDL bulk, but not in the MPL.
The first appearance of water, just a few seconds after current
initiation, occurred as condensed droplets on the rib surface. It
typically took 15–30 s of operation time for a liquid volume
fraction to be observed throughout the GDL.

In the MPL (away from the CL/MPL interface), little to no
liquid water emerged for lower RH and lower current density

conditions, regardless of the MPL type (VGCF or Li100). Only
under high RH and high current density conditions, liquid
water was clearly observed in the MPL under the rib. However,
the LVF in the MPL during the first minute of operation is
always o15%. This means that the saturation level in the MPL,
even considering the compression-induced lower porosity
under the ribs, stayed constantly below 25%.

In contrast, in the GDL, for high current density conditions
(1.5 A cm�2), a water volume fraction in the GDL substrate of up
to 40% is observed under the rib after 60 seconds of cell
operation. Since the average bulk porosity of the Freudenberg
H14 substrate under the rib was measured (by XTM) to be ca.
57%, this translated to up to ca. 70% saturation in the GDL,
much higher than in the MPL. The MPL was confirmed to
effectively keep the saturation level low next to the CL.

When comparing the two cells with Li100 and VGCF MPLs,
the overall saturation in the GDL substrates was similar at all
conditions, regardless of the MPL materials used. Similarly, for
both cells, the vapor condensation on the rib surface at the first
few seconds of operation was prominent. This serves as evi-
dence that water traveled through the two MPLs largely in vapor
phase at the beginning of operation. Only in the region under
the rib, where the diffusion paths towards the channels are
longer and the local heat removal is enhanced, liquid water in
the MPL was observed.

The difference in steady state performance at higher current
densities (especially 41.5 A cm�2) and wet conditions between
the different MPLs, as described by Simon et al.,37,39 might be
explained by the different location of water accumulation in the
GDL substrate. In the VGCF cell at 1.5 A cm�2, when approach-
ing steady state conditions (at 60 s), the water appeared to
accumulate farther inside the GDL (away from the CL/MPL
interface), while the water in the GDL of the Li100-cell accu-
mulated closer to the CL/MPL interface. A water location closer
to the CL/MPL interface more strongly limits the oxygen supply
to the CL. Further study with stricter control of GDL thickness
is suggested to confirm this observation.

Comparing the present results to studies using similar GDLs
without an MPL at comparable operating conditions, the main
difference in water transport mode becomes clear: the intro-
duction of the Li100 and VGCF MPLs efficiently suppressed the
liquid water formation at the CL/GDL interface. Most remark-
ably, it caused the water accumulation site to shift from close to
the CL (the case without an MPL, see Xu et al.84) to close to the
flow fields, and significantly promoted vapor condensation
even at saturated RH conditions. The small, hydrophobic pores
of the MPL alone may not explain the promotion of vapor
transport in both VGCF- and Li100-cells. However, consider
that MPL porosity has a strong influence on thermal conduc-
tivity properties of the MPLs, which in turn further has a
considerate influence on the temperature gradient of the
MEA during operation, the introduction of high porosity MPLs
likely altered the transport mechanism by introducing a mate-
rial layer of particularly lower thermal conductivity. A brief
application of the model proposed by Andisheh-Tadbir et al.
using simplistic assumptions showed that increasing the
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porosity of MPLs from 60% to 80% may result in significantly
reduced thermal conductivity, depending on the PSD of the
MPLs.34 Note that the temperature-gradient-induced vapor
transport mechanism has also been suggested by Thomas
et al. (2014) and Hatzell et al. (2011) as well, using Sigracet SGL
materials.36,86

Since a low saturation level in the vicinity of catalyst layers
and high effective diffusivity of gas diffusion layers tend to be
beneficial for reducing oxygen transport resistance during
PEFC operation, it is suggested that for PEFCs operated under
highly humid conditions, the MPLs could be designed with a
larger pore size distribution like the VGCF MPL, with high
porosity and low thermal conductivity to prevent flooding at the
vicinity of the catalyst layer. Incidentally, due to the fact that
liquid water saturation is generally lower in the MPL than in the
GDL substrate, it may be beneficial to increase the thickness of
highly porous MPLs to reduce the overall diffusion layer
saturation. However, it is known that thicker MPLs may also
promote membrane dry out. Therefore, optimal MPL structural
parameters such as thermal conductivity, PSD, porosity and
thickness should be simultaneously considered when improving
MPL designs. Due to the direct influence of MPL properties on
the water management, it is likely that optimal MPL designs may
vary depending on specific operating conditions.

The X-ray tomographic microscopy (XTM) results presented
here provide information about the transient liquid water
distribution in the MPL and in the GDL substrate. From
there, the water transport mechanism through the porous
layers—and especially through the microporous layer—is
derived for the given set of materials and operating conditions.
For a more general picture of the influence of the water
transport mode in MPLs on water management in the entire
GDL, further work will be necessary. The voxel-based evaluation
of X-ray absorption contrast imaging methodology used here is
suitable for MPL analysis.

In the future work, the method can be refined with more
sophisticated image analysis, such as registration of feature-
less/moving MPL, and can be combined with segmentation-
based data of water clusters in the GDL substrate and their
possible connections to the water in the MPL. Additionally, as
contact angle, gas permeability and water breakthrough pres-
sure also take part in influencing the two-phase flow in the
MPLs as well as the PEFC performance, performing analyses on
these properties with a wider selection of different MPLs can
finally lead to a more comprehensive understanding of the role
of MPL in water transport, required for materials and PEFC
performance optimization.
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